Krypto Labs is a global incubator with a unique
ecosystem for funding ground-breaking early
stage start-ups. The combination of its virtual
program, investment platform, and inspiring
co-working space enables start-ups from
anywhere in the world to innovate and develop
revolutionary products and services across any
industry.
Our programs are designed to accelerate
growth and support established start-ups with
vital assistance, including mentorship, funding,
networking and other support services to allow
innovators to concentrate on their core
competencies.
Krypto Labs is backed by Abu Dhabi Financial
Group (ADFG), a leading investment group
with a global portfolio of more than US $6
billion.
Our headquarters is in the sustainable
eco-development Masdar City, in Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates, and our flourishing
entrepreneurial network spans across the globe.
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Our incubator program is designed to launch
early-stage start-ups and help them take their
idea to market. Start-ups can be based in our
headquarters or anywhere else in the
world. Selected start-ups will:
Accelerate their growth by enrolling at
the Krypto Labs incubation program
which can be attended in Abu Dhabi or
virtually from anywhere.
Gain mentorship access to an international
network of leading industry experts
Receive funding in return for a negotiated
stake in their company. They may also
receive subsequent funding.
Secure priority spots in our community
workshops.
Be offered free working space.
Krypto Labs’ atmosphere of collaboration and
mentorship – along with our multitude of
resources – will help prepare start-ups for
acceleration and make them standout against
their competitors and place them on a
pathway towards sustainability.

Application Submission
Complete our online application form: explain
your idea and how you will make it a success.
Evaluation
We will make a preliminary evaluation of your
application based on our selection criteria.
Upon passing the first elimination process, you
will be invited to pitch your concept or show your
prototype.
Business Idea Improvement
If you are selected, you will receive the benefits
mentioned above, and you will have the
opportunity to work with our team of mentors to
fine-tune your idea and give it the best chance of
succeeding.

Krypto Labs will provide the entrepreneurial
community with a co-working space where
freelancers, independent contractors,
work-from-home professionals and others can
focus and achieve in the company of like-minded
individuals. It also allows them to be part of a
network that provides complimentary services to
their businesses at very competitive price options.
Our tenants will be able to enjoy numerous
benefits, including, but not limited to; a
coffee shop, gym, tech shop, video and audio
studio, fully-equipped meeting rooms, an
event space, 3D-printing lab, top-quality ICT
infrastructure and support, and Masdar Free
Zone registration guidance.
Additionally, we have flexi desk and office rental
options.

At Krypto Labs, we are passionate about
innovation. We have come together from all
over the world to help shape its future. We are
committed to finding excellent ideas, and we
have created a community that will provide
those ideas with the support necessary to
succeed.
Great guidance can be the crucial difference
between success and failure for any start-up.
That is why we have put together a world-class
network of mentors – experienced strategists,
executives, founders and tech disruptors/
enthusiasts – to offer their expertise to our
start-ups.

Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi is located in the heart of the Middle
East. It is an excellent strategic location for new
businesses, with easy access to a wide range of
markets.
Abu Dhabi is home to natives of more than 120
countries, making it a cosmopolitan and diverse
city in which to live and work. The emirate’s
rulers are fostering a progressive agenda in
technology, education, healthcare and economic
development.
Its location, combined with this forward-thinking
vision, means Abu Dhabi provides a dazzling
array of opportunities for learning, research and
innovation – making it the ideal place to turn
bold new ideas into reality.
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